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Hi Members
I’m back from trip away to Vietnam, had a fantastic
time and got some great infrared photos. Peter
Burford and I will be presenting an infrared
presentation on the 5 June which will include some of
those images.
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Vivid is well underway in Sydney and thanks to
Richmond club who supplied the transportation there
and back free of charge! 17 club members attended,
and looking forward to seeing their images.
A recent trip to MT Wilson by myself, Ron Rodgers
and George Romanowski to capture the autumn
wonderland, and we weren’t disappointed. Had a
great time with these guys. Ron and myself took our
drones and captured a different perspective from
above the gardens with their display of golden glory.
Don’t forget to check out the Clubs competition
calendar for our next competition.

WHAT’S ON THIS MONTH
June 5

PRESENTATION
Infrared
By Jenny Aquilina & Pete Burford

June 12

EVALUATION NIGHT +
MEMBER’S PRESENTATION

June 19

COMPETITION
Monochrome
Judge Bob Cook

June 26

GETTING TO KNOW YOUR CAMERA
Richmond Club

Happy snapping…

Regards
Jenny Aquilina

IMPORTANT CHANGES TO THE 2019 PROGRAM

Then
send
the
high
resolution
photo
to
events@hawkesbury.nsw.gov.au by Friday 3 May 2019.

FORF

BE CREATIVE, BE IN THE MOMENT AND BE UNIQUE

26 June -

Getting to Know Your Camera
Richmond Club
17 July COMPETITION
NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTION
Street Photography / Urban Nature
Judge: Geoff Higgins
24 July 4th Wednesday of the Month
Software Night
16 September - COMPETITION
Photo with Colour RED in it [Open]
[Comp Brief will be available shortly]

OUTINGS - COMING UP

All entries for the competitions will be on display at the
Hawkesbury Show. A collection of the TOP 10 photos will
be featured on Hawkesbury City Council and Hawkesbury
Events Facebook page and Hawkesbury Events and
Discover the Hawkesbury Instagram page.
Photo Disclaimer:
All photos will remain the property of the entrants.
Hawkesbury City Council will require permission from the
entrants to use the photo for promotion of the
Hawkesbury Region.
Two Prizes to be WON
1st Prize-$100 Gift Voucher
2nd Prize-$50 Gift Voucher

FORF

JUNE
- Bowen Mountain Observatory
JULY
25-27
NEWSLETTER
CONTRIBUTION
Wheelchair Rugby Nationals - Sydney

Hawkesbury Events Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/hawkesburyevents/
Hawkesbury City Council Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/hawkesburycitycouncil/
Hawkesbury Events Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/hawkesburyevents/
Discover the Hawkesbury Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/discoverthehawkesbury/

LOCAL INSTAGRAM COMPETITION
FORF

PHOTOGRAPHY TIPS
\

NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTION

Capture ‘Our Hawkesbury’ and enter Hawkesbury City
Council’s photo competition. Competition closes Friday
3 May 2019.
To enter:
Name your photo then tag Council on Instagram
@Hawkesbury Events and @DiscovertheHawkesbury
Add the hashtag #hawkesburyevents
#discoverthehawkesbury and #ourhawkesbury

10 Reasons to Shoot for Black and White
EWSLETTER
CONTRIBUTION
ByNMichael
Freeman
That’s deliberate—‘for’ black and white—-not ‘in’, because
digital has reversed the decisions and choice that used to
accompany this, the most traditional form of photography.
Even acknowledging a newish specialist trend toward
monochrome sensors, digital black and white starts with
the color information collected by the Bayer filter in front
of the sensor, and this influences shooting in two major
ways. One is that you can turn any color into any tone,
which liberates your interpretation (as Ansel Adams used
to say) hugely. The other is that you can decide whether
the shot is going to be black and white at any time during
your shooting, even years later.
So, it’s hardly surprising that with all this choice, there’s a
more pressing need than ever to have your own good
creative reasons for doing this conversion. Here are ten
suggestions.
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1. DRAMA

Because black and white isn’t in the first place bound by
any expectations that it’s realistic, it can take more
extreme processing—conversion, if you like—than can
color. Exaggerate contrast in color and it will simply look
exaggerated and incompetent. Do the same with black and
white and it becomes dramatic. As in the example here,
that could mean making blue skies black. Extreme blacks
and extreme whites are within the aesthetics of black and
white imagery.
2. SUBTLE GRAYS

3. HIGH KEY

High key is a term from early cinema, where it meant
something rather different from the way we use it today. It
meant balancing the lighting ratio so that there were no
deep shadows. Now it basically means a treatment that is
overall bright, though not over-exposed. For it to work
well, you need smaller darker elements in the frame. So,
while the contrast over most of the image is very low,
when you include the small darker parts there’s actually a
full range of contrast, and as in the example here, the main
subject can be very small and dark. High brightness and
contrast throw emphasis on whatever smaller darker areas
remain.
4. LOW KEY

But historically, black and white has an opposite tradition,
that of the long grey range, avoiding the harsh extremes. It
comes from older, legacy darkroom printing methods,
notably platinum and palladium. Removing color simplifies
the tonal scale, and allows a clearer, purer concentration
on the subtleties of transition between shades of grey.

Low key is another cinema term that’s migrated to our
world of still photography. It was the basic lighting
technique of film noir, as in Creole Reed’s The Third Man
with Orson Welles, and is overall dark. Nevertheless, it
relies on both a very high contrast ratio and incomplete
lighting on the main subject. Rim or edge lighting is very
typical of a low key shot, as in the example here.
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5. LINE AND SHAPE

Another classic image quality is form, which means
basically the roundedness and volume of a subject.
Lighting is key, and a steady gradient from dark to light
around an object always works, which makes broad
directional light, as from a window, a favorite technique.
The Dutch masters of the Golden Age perfected this
technique, and when you shoot in black and white, the
modelling on the subject takes even more attention.
7. WEAK COLORS

One of the most basic qualities of any image is the shape
of the subjects inside it, and this usually depends on
outline. Remove color and these qualities naturally spring
forward to catch attention. Strong edge contrast is a key
technique for emphasis, so that dramatic conversion,
which we began this article with, typically reveals line and
shape clearly.

Of course, it’s a matter of taste (but then, isn’t all
photography?), but you may simply find the colors you’re
presented with insipid. This, and the next two reasons, are
essentially ‘corrective’, meaning that black and white is
doing a problem-solving task, when the conditions you’re
shooting in aren’t satisfying you. Black and white allows
you to escape the problem, especially if you go for the
drama of extremes.
8. DISTRACTING COLORS

6. MODELING AND DEPTH

Or, rather than being weak and not to your taste,
sometimes there’s a color element or two that simply
takes the attention away from where you want it to go.
Yes, of course a striking spot color—color accent—can be
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the whole point of a photograph, but when it gets in the
way of something else you want to show, black and white
can be the solution. Better still, you can blend that color
with its surroundings to essentially eliminate it
.
9. HARSH LIGHT

million copies worldwide, more than 60 titles are on the
practice of photography. His latest book is Black & White
Photography: The Timeless Art of Monochrome.
Reference: Picture Correct

INSPIRATIONAL QUOTES

NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTION

Color and light go hand in hand, and just as you may find
some colors unappealing, some kinds of light may not be
to your taste. Hard midday sunlight is one kind that many
photographers prefer not to work in (although it’s
important not to make a rule out of this and slavishly
follow the common recommendation to work in the
Golden Hour). If this happens to you, then on the same
principles that worked for the first reason in this article—
dramatic extremes—monochrome works surprisingly well
in strong, harsh lighting. Make a virtue of had light and
high contrast, and you can even exaggerate it with
impunity in black and white.
10. CONTINUITY

Finally, black and white has a valuable and oftenoverlooked quality. It brings uniformity to a series of
images. Series, you may query? So what? Well, nowadays
we’re all in charge of the presentation of our images,
mainly on our website galleries. Few of us show only one
image. We show a number, often in a click-through
sequence. One factor is of course to have an entertaining
variety, but sometimes, say with a single theme or story,
you might want to have the set of images simply hang
together as a unit. Monochrome does this naturally. Worth
a thought.
About the Author:
Michael Freeman, professional photographer and bestselling author, has worked for clients that include all the
world’s major magazines, most notably the Smithsonian
Magazine. Of his many books, which have sold over 4
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COMPETITION NEWS

HCC FACEBOOK

FORF

To make things easy on Competition nights, can members
please
print out
their own copy of the Competition
NEWSLETTER
CONTRIBUTION
Scoresheet from the website and fill it in beforehand.
Please print clearly so that it easy to transcribe the
information onto the website.

Hawkesbury Camera Club has a Facebook page. Follow us
EWSLETTER
onNFacebook
at CONTRIBUTION
https://www.facebook.com/HawkesburyCameraClub/

NOTE: please ensure there are no images other than
Competition photos on the USB when submitting images
on the competition night.

Don’t forget to make use of all of the features for members
on the Hawkesbury Camera Club website at
http://www.hawkesburycameraclub.com.au/
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Newsletter Contributions
To the Newsletter Editor-Marian Paap – newslettereditor@hawkesburycameraclub.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/HawkesburyCameraClub/
https://www.flickr.com/groups/hawkesburyimages/
http://www.hawkesburycameraclub.com.au/
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MAKING NEWS!
APRIL
GEOFF PFISTER PORTRAIT COMPETITON
15 MAY

The Geoff Pfister Portrait Competition was held on Wednesday 15 May at Richmond Club with a variety of
portraits entered by members.
The winner of the Geoff Pfister Portrait award 2019 was Tim Hodson.
The judge, Josephine Blue, also selected several commended images. They were Ron Rogers, Don Clay and
John Hughes.

Tim Hodson with his winning Image! Congratulations Tim
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Ron Rodgers, Tim Hodson-the Winner, Don Clay & John Hughes - Commended
Photos by Michelle Nichols
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OUTING TO WINDSOR MALL FOR MONOCHROME PHOTO PRACTICE
8 MAY
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Photos by Charles Sutton
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FOCUS STACKING
1 MAY

Fred King demonstrating and talking on Photo Stacking
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MEMBERS CORNER

Recently I went on a trip to photograph birds in Tasmania and Glue Pot Reserve with a friend Ruth Nielsen,
a camera club member.
This short article is on Glue Pot Reserve. A 54 hectare Park set aside for the conservation of Australian
native birds and is the home to 18 threatened species.
We only spent a few days at the area which is about 50km north of Wakerie. Bird hides are placed in
several areas throughout the park for the convenience of viewing and photographing the birds.
We had a great time there and had really good weather - nice and sunny around 18 - 20 degrees each day
with nice cool nights. I have visited Glue Pot several times and his is one of my favourite places in Australia.
Geoff Higgins

Black-eared Miner
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Glue Pot Reserve

Mulga Parrots
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Spiny-cheeked Honeyeater

Galah
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Maor Mitchell Cockatoo

Red Wattle Bird
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Visitor Centre Glue Pot Reserve
Photos by Geoff Higgins
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A dedicated photographer at work!
Fungi were beautiful, but Geoff could not resist them.
Getting down was the easy part, getting up another story! Beautiful spot at Liffy Falls.

This was my early morning visitor. She was a little cheeky.
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Our camp at Narawntapu Nation Park.

Geoff photographed birds in hide and managed some beautiful photos and
I tried, but all the images were blurry
Photos by Ruth Nielsen
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DEBORAH GILMAN GOT HER PICTURES TWIRLING AGAIN!!
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TRIP TO MT WILSON TO CAPTURE AUTUMN COLOURS

Drone Photo by Ron Rodgers
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Vietnam – Infrared Images
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Photos by Jenny Aquilina
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MUDGEE NIGHT GLOW
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Photos by Marian Paap
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